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This graduate thesis looks to infuse graphic design, 

historical analysis, and curated subject matter in a 

self published book form. This research heavy thesis 

similarly looks to use my unique design sensibility to 

study a form of designed objects introducing them to 

a previously negated field of design history. My aim 

was to study/uncover works created by Jews during 

World War II beyond Holocaust studies. Initial research 

revealed a negation of WW II designed artifacts and an 

even larger absence of work created by Jews during 

the war years.

The goal of this research is to illuminate the contents 

and the importance of the graphic medium while 

allowing the contents to present its self with room for 

interpretation. With this, I ask that further questions 

arise that can be expounded on. This is the medium of 

Holocaust studies—question, counter question. While 

each of the three albums illuminate similar themes 

of the Holocaust such as: remembrance, bearing 

witness, dedication, memorial, and renewal, they each 

represent experience in diverse manifestations. Each 

album produced for specific communities documents 

an optimistic view, defiant of the experience of camp 

life. Unlike clandestine works documenting hardship 

or perseverance, these albums provide insightful 

awareness to the personalized characteristic in each 

‘internment’ camp. 

|
GRAPHIC EXPRESSION 

OF INTERNMENT
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For Designers

PFont font;

doc setup(){

size(8.5,8.5);

textAlign(RIGHT);

page >R< odd {cvr}

Yeohyun Ahn.

Viviana Cordova.

> DEFAULT <

end.

Grass, Uncut and 
Trimmed typeface

It was my first semester in the Graphic Design Graduate Program at the 
Maryland Institute College of Art (MICA) when Ellen Lupton, my former 
graduate director, introduced me to Processing. Processing is a programming 
language for the electronic arts and visual design community created by 
Ben Fry and Casey Reas. With Processing, designers can create posters, 
typography, information visualization, interactive design, motion graphics, 
animation, etc. Using coding in Processing helps designers to extend and 
explore their creativity in terms of mathematic rules based, algorithms based, 
and libraries oriented designs. The following website, www.processing.org, 
allows designers to download Processing for free, take free tutorials, and 
share their codes.
 As a part of a proposal, Contemporary Ornament, for PRINT, American’s 
Graphic Design Magazine, I created a simple code, ellipse(), creating circles, 
in Processing. I then added a semi control mouse event into my code, that 
whenever clicked and dragged on screen in Processing, it creates logically 
but visually unexpected and fresh intricate designs, using only circles. I was 
fascinated by the semi randomness and the complexity generated by ellipse(), 
and mousePressed, in Processing. Soon my design was accepted by PRINT, 
American’s Graphic Design Magazine, in March, 2006, and it was chosen for 
the cover design for the upcoming book, Graphic Design: New Basics, written 
by Ellen Lupton and Jennifer Cole Phillips, in 2008.
 Throughout my past two years as a graduate student at MICA, I spent 
all of my time exploring new ways to create with Processing to be included 
into the book, Graphic Design: New Basics. It is a new book refocused 
on the study of the fundamentals of form and ideas in a critical, rigorous 
way, informed by contemporary media, theory and software systems. It 
was directed and written by Ellen Lupton and Jennifer Cole Phillips in the 
contribution with the students at Maryland Institute College of Art. When 
I read the book draft, I intuitively realized that it would be very useful and 
practical for current graphic designers and graphic design majors since all of 
Ellen Lupton’s previous books such as Thinking with TYPE, Design Writing 
Research, D.I.Y Design It Yourself, etc, have been demonstrated before. 
The common graphic design manuals such Armin Hofmann’s Graphic Design 
Manual is a timeless tutorial book, but it is classic and modern, so I thought 
that we as a graphic designer need a new manuals to reflect contemporary 
graphic design phenomenon.
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Yeohyun Ahn.

Y-system(x1, y1, x2, y2, angle,level)
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>Y!system<
void setup() { 

size(800, 800); 

background(255); } 

void draw()

{ 

Y-system(400, 600, 400, 550, 30,3);

}

void Y-system(float sx, float sy, float ex, float ey, int angle, 

int level)

{ 

int new_level = level-1; line(sx,sy,ex,ey); 

if(level>0) 

{float dist = sqrt( (sx-ex)*(sx-ex)+(sy-ey)*(sy-ey) ); 

float dx = (ex-sx)/dist; float dy= (ey-sy)/dist; 

float R = radians(angle); 

float new_dist = 0.9*dist*cos(R); 

float new_cx = ex+dx*new_dist; 

float new_cy = ey+dy*new_dist;float final_dist = 0.9*dist*sin(R); 

float dx1 = -dy; float dy1 = dx; 

float dx2 = dy; 

float dy2 = -dx;

float new_ex1 = new_cx+dx1*final_dist;

float new_ey1 = new_cy+dy1*final_dist; 

float new_ex2 = new_cx+dx2*final_dist; 

float new_ey2 = new_cy+dy2*final_dist;

Y-system(ex, ey, new_ex1, new_ey1, angle, new_level); 

Y-system(ex, ey, new_ex2, new_ey2, angle, new_level);

} 

return;

}
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Spike typeface
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Yeohyun Ahn.

void setup() { 

size(800, 800); 

background(255); } 

void draw()

{ 

Y-system(400, 10, 400, 50, 30,10);

}

void Y-system(float sx, float sy, float ex, float ey, int angle, 

int level)

{ 

int new_level = level-1; line(sx,sy,ex,ey); 

if(level>0) 

{float dist = sqrt( (sx-ex)*(sx-ex)+(sy-ey)*(sy-ey) ); 

float dx = (ex-sx)/dist; float dy= (ey-sy)/dist; 

float R = radians(angle); 

float new_dist = 0.9*dist*cos(R); 

float new_cx = ex+dx*new_dist; 

float new_cy = ey+dy*new_dist;float final_dist = 0.9*dist*sin(R); 

float dx1 = -dy; float dy1 = dx; 

float dx2 = dy; 

float dy2 = -dx;

float new_ex1 = new_cx+dx1*final_dist;

float new_ey1 = new_cy+dy1*final_dist; 

float new_ex2 = new_cx+dx2*final_dist; 

float new_ey2 = new_cy+dy2*final_dist;

Y-system(ex, ey, new_ex1, new_ey1, angle, new_level); 

Y-system(ex, ey, new_ex2, new_ey2, angle, new_level);

} 

return;

}
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Asymetric pattern design.
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Viviana Cordova.

PFont myFont;

void setup() {

 size(800, 800);

 background(255,255,255);

// String[] fontList = PFont.list();

// println(fontList);

 myFont = createFont(”Times-Roman”,48);

 textFont(myFont,272);

 translate(400,400);

 for(int i=0;i<6;i=i+1)

 {

  fill(0,0,0);

  textAlign(CENTER);

  pushMatrix();

  rotate(PI*i/3);

  text(”A”,0,0);

  popMatrix();

 }

 

}

If students want to change the font 

styles, please delete // on the above 

code, all of available fonts will 

be displayed on the bottom window 

in Processing. And then, if you want 

to change the font, Times-Roman,to 

Helvetica , please change myFont 

= createFont(”Helvetica”,48); 

Center Rotation
For() and Rotate()
This function is comparitively exclusive to Processing. Generates random 
numbers. Each time the random() function is called, it returns an unexpected 
value within the specified range. The random() function can be added to any of 
the existing basic code structure. 

pushMatrix and popMatrix 

is introduced on page 45.
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S

Alter the letters in 
text(“S” .0.0);  
from A to Z

G H I J K L

M N O P Q R

T U V W X

Y Z
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Yeohyun Ahn.
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Darrk Light typeface
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Slinky typeface
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>Y!system<

Y-system(400, 400, 400, 490, 30, 13); //up

Y-system(400, 400, 400, 310, 30, 13); //down

Y-system(400, 400, 310, 400, 30, 13); //left

Y-system(400, 400, 490, 400, 30, 13); //right

0,0

0,800

800,0

800,800

400, 400

Nested pattern designs 
establish the tone and 
contrast of the base 
pattern, and the full 
page design.
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Yeohyun Ahn.

Viviana Cordova.

Two seperate Caligraft code structures are 
combined to create a striking contrast of line 
qualities. While Processing does not effectively 
support multiple samples, flatened frames can be 
combined in print applications. The “M” belongs 
to code structure 2, while “fear” uses code 
structure 1.

Type + Code
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{116} page

Yeohyun Ahn.

Viviana Cordova.

Chain typeface

Processing for

Designers

page >R< odd  

page {117}

>Type Generation<
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This independently published book revised Yeohyun 

Ahn’s graduate thesis project. I collaborated with 

Yeohyn Ahn and Viviana Cordova to create a new 

interpretation of Ahn’s work with Processing, intended 

for designers to provide instructional tools to be able 

to promote processing as a viable design tool. With 

limited understanding of the language and usage I was 

able to direct Ahn to create tutorials and examples that 

best identify the design possibilities. Previously Ahn 

had created a number of separate but highly visual and 

independent letter forms. Using my design and editing 

skills I was able to articulate Ahn’s intentions and vision 

encouraging her to create specific letter forms and 

examples that would expand her content. By working 

closely with her I was able to recontexualize the 

richness and depth offered by Processing to generate 

complex and biomorphic random designs.
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|
500 ARTISTS RETURN TO ARTISTS SPACE:  25 

YEARS

Responsible for direction, production and photo 

editing. Book includes images provided by Artist Space 

photo archives. The book includes a running time lime 

of art shows, comments from both contemporary artists, 

as well as former members, past and present Director 

interviews. Images refer to any given exhibition on 

that given page. I also was responsible for editing and 

choosing pull quotes to be used throughout the book.

Each spread, based on a grid made of a scalable 

rectangle in proportion to book dimensions, allows 

the time line to exist in a malleable set of information 

boxes. The surrounding text, artist comments, refer to 

the shows and general time frame connected to the 

exhibition date. The images were allowed to openly 

conform to the structure of the grid, while engaging 

the date in association. Pictures became integral in 

overlapping show dates, and connecting each page in 

the greater context of the many faces of  Artists Space.
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chalet

burin sans

trade gothic

united serif thin

fontin bold

house spaceage round

dot matrix

Display Faces
In addition to typefaces intended 
for use in your body text, captions, 
subheads, and so on, you may 
want to add spice at larger scales 
with an additional typeface. 
Called display fonts, some faces 
are intended for use only as titles, 
headlines, logos, and other uses 
that involve just a few words. 

Vinyl is a typeface created by 
John Corrigan, one of the 
authors and designers of this 
book. This DIY typeface exists 
only in capital letters. 
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Tony Venne

Joo Ha

Danielle Davis

Design by Ryan Clifford; illustration by Tricia Chin

Ryan Clifford

Lindsey M. Muir

Kristian Bjørnard

John P. Corrigan

Helen Armstrong
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By John P. Corrigan

When artists or curators produce exhibitions,  

they put a lot of thought into how to display the 

works on view. How high should the  pie ce s be  hung,  
a nd in what orde r? Are  the  works fra me d or unfra me d, close  
toge the r or s pre ad fa r apa rt? Are  the  pie ce s in dia log with 
e ach othe r, or is  e ach one  a  se lf-conta ine d state me nt?  
Will the  work be  ide ntifie d with labe ls on the  wa ll or with  
a  printe d list?  S imila r de sign de cisions go into ma king a n 
e xhibition cata log or a ny book of photographs a nd 
re productions of works of a rt. 
 S uch books pre se nt a nd dis play re productions in a  
ma nne r that ma ke s the  works compe lling a nd acce ssible  to 
re ade rs. An a rt or photography book is  a  docume nt of works 
that e xist e lse whe re . O fte n, the  photographs in a  book a re  
the  only pe rma ne nt re cord of a n insta llation or pe rforma nce . 
The  printe d page  is  no s ubstitute  for e xpe rie ncing a rt in the  
fle sh, e ve n though the  qua lity a nd ava ilability of color 
re productions ha s incre a se d rapidly ove r the  pa st de cade . 
J ust a s a  docume nta ry film is  a n e dite d, authore d de piction 
of re a lity, so a n e xhibition cata log or othe r a rt book is  a n 
e dite d, stage d se le ction of image s. The  se e mingly ne utra l, 
a nonymous format of ma ny a rt books ha s be e n de libe rate ly 
de signe d in orde r to cre ate  a n authoritative  ye t inviting 
atmos phe re  for looking at re productions. Layout a nd 
typography se rve  to e mpha size  the  work, a s the  book itse lf 
ste ps into the  background. 

08_Exhibition.indd   97 5/23/08   9:47:23 AM
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 An a rt book is  a n inva luable  tool for a rtists  who wa nt to 
docume nt the ir work a nd sha re  it with va rious audie nce s, 
including colle ctors, curators, collaborators, gra nts 
orga nizations, fe llow a rtists, a nd the  ge ne ra l public. C re ating 
a  cle a n, simple  de sign that focuse s atte ntion on the  work is   
a  good place  to sta rt. Use  sca le , rhythm, se que nce , a nd white  
s pace  to pre se nt a  se le ction of image s in a n inviting ma nne r. 
 Arra nge  works in a  se que nce  that e ncourage s dia logue  
a nd compa rison be twe e n image s. At the  sa me  time , 
unde rsta nd that re ade rs will fre e  to flip through your book 
a nd stop whe re  the ir inte re st ta ke s the m. A good a rt book or 
e xhibition cata log cre ate s opportunitie s to wa nde r a nd re st—
just like  a  good e xhibition de sign.
 P icture s a re  ofte n the  domina nt conte nt of a n e xhibition 
cata log, a lthough you may a lso wa nt to include  e ssays, 
captions, a nd a  che cklist. An e ssay by a  critic or write r adds 
we ight a nd va lue  to your book. C ommissioning a n origina l 
te xt is  a  gre at way to collaborate  with a  write r a nd acquire  
fre sh insight about a n a rtist’s  work. A che cklist is  a  comple te  
list of a ll the  works that we re  fe ature d in the  e xhibition, 
including those  that may not appe a r in the  cata log. This 
docume nt, which typica lly include s title s of works, 
dime nsions, me dia, a nd othe r ba sic information, be come s a n 
officia l re cord of the  e xhibition’s  conte nt, va luable  to curators, 
re se a rche rs, a rtists, a nd de a le rs in the  future .

study your pictures
Look at all your pictures before 
choosing what shape your book 
will be. If most of your pictures 
are horizontal, for example, you 
may prefer a horizontal book. Also 
consider the length and importance 
of your captions. These take up more 
room on the page than you might 
expect. 
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choosing a format
Your choice of format will be 
influenced by the printing method 
you choose to use as well as by your 
book’s content. Some pages sizes are 
more economical than others, and 
some printers only produce books  
in certain sizes. The horizontal format 
chosen for this book relates to the 

landscape format (below)
The extra page width in a horizontal 
publication easily accommodates 
multiple images, explanatory text, 
and captions. Try leaving white space 
around an image to emphasize its 
object-like quality.

vertical format (right)
Vertical pages are the most familiar 
to readers. This format works well for 
showing one image per page with a 
caption underneath. You might also 
put all your images on the right page 
and captions on the left page.

experience of walking through a 
gallery. The wide format also makes 
it easy to place two square or vertical  
images on a single page, while leaving 
plenty of room for captions. Designed 
by John P. Corrigan.
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DOCUMENTED
PLACE

designing a grid
A grid consists of the columns and 
margins of your book as well as 
horizontal divisions. Designers use 
grids to create consistent yet varied 
pages, making their publications feel 
orderly and professional. They allow 
the designer to create many different 
layouts—you don’t have to stick 
everything in the middle of the page.
To make a grid, begin by choosing 

how many columns your pages will 
have. Page layout programs such 
as InDesign will ask you to create 
columns when you open a new 
document. The grid shown here 
has five columns  per page. Some 
elements, like captions, occupy just 
one column, while pictures and essays 
span multiple columns. This grid has 
five horizontal divisions as well as five 

vertical columns. The grid serves to 
anchor different types of information, 
such as headlines, captions, running 
heads, and page numbers (also called 
folios). The grid creates order while 
allowing elements to be placed in a 
dynamic, changing pattern. 
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image size and placement
Each double-page spread of your book 
is a unit. Think about the relationship 
between the images on the left and 
right pages. Should each image be 
large or small? Do you need to show 
a detail of an image? Use the grid to 
determine both the size and position 
of images. Ignore the grid when you 
feel it’s necessary.

Also think about how big to make your 
images. Some artists want to make 
each picture as large as possible on 
the page. Others want to suggest 
the scale of the actual art works by 
making some reproductions smaller 
than others. You may also wish to 
create contrast among images that 

is unrelated to the art work’s actual 
size. For example, you could come in 
close on a tiny painting and show off 
its details, or your could zoom out 
to represent a sculptural object in a 
larger environment.

08_Exhibition.indd   101 5/23/08   9:47:48 AM

Grouping of pages and spreads contributing to the 

studio publication at MICA. The book was intended to 

showcase, educate, and inspire the process of book 

and publication design. Originally intended as and 

independent publication it was pick up and published 

by Princeton Architectural Press in the fall of 2008.

The chapter that I developed was intended to illustrate 

some issues and design decisions that need to be 

considered in publishing an exhibition catalog.  

As a former director of a gallery I choose to author 

and design a catalog, and through this process include 

photographic editing with the purpose of a publication. 

I created a vertical and horizontal orientation (seen 

above) as a way to illustrate the choice of publication 

format relative to subject matter and intent.
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Copyright © 2007 
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All rights reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced in 
any form or by any means without written permission from the 
publisher
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4  \\  CENTRAL AIR NOMADIC ART SPACE

FOREWORD All of the images in this exhibition were 
created using a Polaroid Land Camera. 
The photographs have been left unaltered, 
full framed and reflect a single moment. 
Using the immediacy of the Polaroid one 
knows whether the image is to be kept, or 
destroyed.

NO NEGATIVE  //  5

Central Air: Nomadic Art Space began in 1999. Initially 
started as Radiator Art Exhibition Company, with co-founder 
Lee Anne Swanson, its mission was to create a collective art 
space allowing founding members to exhibit and promote 
their work as well as the works of like minded artists. Radiator 
radically provided an exhibition space for group shows as well 
as thematic artist pairings. Radiator looked to reinvigorate the 
exhibition options in Minneapolis. 
 Central Air was the next generation. I wanted to curate a 
scene or happening. I wanted to publish the collective findings 
in a thematic publication representing the involvement of 
multiple disciplined contributor’s. The nomadic essence of 
an art exhibition represents itself perfectly in a publication, 
avoiding the gallery atmosphere altogether.
 

The context for No Negative came from the realization that 
these Polaroid images, taken by Jerome Page Tobias from 
1992-1997, remain the only documentation of his experience 
with these seemingly obscure places. Jerome is repeatedly 
drawn to architectural anomalies, as well as his interaction 
with and memory of these places. These photographs identify 
obscure landmarks without direct reference. Yet Jerome 
can actively identify the moment and placement of each 
photograph.
 This collection celebrates the chosen limitations of 
using a Polaroid Land Camera. The photographic medium 
of the Polaroid, unlike any other camera, relies on the 
moment of observation. The final image implies the informal 
documentation of fleeting time. Polaroid images appear 
small, frail, and delicate in comparison to other photographic 
formats. The moments between the click of the shutter and 
the peeling of the emulsion paper consist of hope and 
anticipation; this represents itself in the final presentation of 
the image. 
 The images of this photographic exhibition are snap 
shots of specific places at specific moments. The photographs 
are grouped according to repeated interest, and represent the 
collected memories of both place and space.

I.

DOCUMENTED
PLACE

NO NEGATIVE  //  9

FREE HBO
Minneapolis, Minnesota
1995
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DEER ISLE
Deer Isle, Maine

1994

NO NEGATIVE  //  33

DRIVE IN
Deer Isle, Maine
1994
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WATCH TOWER
Minneapolis, Minnesota
1996

NO NEGATIVE  //  51

TANGLE TOWN
Minneapolis, Minnesota
1996

58  \\  CENTRAL AIR NOMADIC ART SPACE

BRICK x BRICK
Minneapolis, Minnesota
1994

NO NEGATIVE  //  59
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VIOLET JO: A Divine Spark 
Photography by Daniel  Peet

Concept by John P Corrigan

Photographs by Daniel Peet

Forward Written by Lee Anne Swanson-Peet

Book and Cover Design by John P Corrigan

BACK COVER, SPINE AND 
FRONT COVER (L—R)

LEFT
SPREAD: back-matter  
210-11; 224-225

ABOVE
SPREAD: front-matter  
08-09; 12-13

ABOVE
Spreads: 
116-117; 204-207

Publish Date: July 14, 2011
Dimensions: Large Format Landscape 232 pgs. Standard Paper
Category: Fine Art Photography
Tags: photography, medical, documentation, daughter

VIOLET JO: A DIVINE SPARK was a book concept developed and 
produced in 2011 to promote the emotionally stunning photographs 
created by Daniel Peet documenting his daughter Violet’s life 
long medical conditions. The book was submitted to the PBN 
Photography Book Now, International Juried Competion by Blurb. 
The book received a People’s Choice Award and positive accolades 
by the Blurb online community

Book Concept and 
Publication Design

BELOW
Spreads:
28-29; 56-57; 
94-95; 172-173

PROJECT 
SUMMARY
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OPEN BOOK WORKSHOP This book specifically uses a preferred variation to the sixteen page 

double signature book format

Book Concept and 
Publication Design

This project is part of the 2012 
Open Book Workshop organized 
and facilitated by Leslie Atzmon 
and Ryan Molloy, through the 
Eastern Michigan University

Size: 5.5” x 8.5”  
[Trade Journal];  
Open: 11” x 17”
Pages: 16, plus cover
Binding: five station, hand  
sewn, divided into two  
accordion gutters

Principle Typefaces:  
Vendetta, Interstate
Medium(s): photo copier bond 
paper, and cover stock
Color: Black laser print; altered 
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PROJECT 
SUMMARY

I  AM NOT FAMOUS: AND I  HAVE  
NOTHING TO OFFER YOU

I Am Not Famous examines an alternative to a sixteen page book 
signature. Each eight-page signature, printed front and verso, was 
stitched into two gutters of the cover; with a significant interior 
tab. The work and turn pages were left un-trimmed, generating 
essentially four 11” x 17” interior posters. The page typography is 
turned upside down, and pagination is left broken.

The poster graphics were generated as digital collages, further 
abstracted and capitalized by a digital printing mistake in saturation 
and brightness. Essentially the printer error was further copied and 
reproduced, allowing the color oddity. The photocopied was applied 
to the color mistakes and false printer proofs. The result is a muted, 
exaggerated half-tone gradient, which diffuses, obscures, and 
creates a moody ethereal stage for the writing to react to.
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SELECTED WRITING

a nervous precociousness 

sets deep melancholia

reckless ‘blue’ period casts 

wintery shadows. crystalline light 

becomes offensive to my eyes. 

piercing glances casting doubt and pity, 

mirroring my own psycho anxieties. 

distorted psychedelic ponderings 

twist my predisposition towards doom and gloom. 

i stand off stage, in the shadows, 

suggesting forgotten lines 

to a cast of second-rate characters 

that will not be called back, 

nor called upon for future favors. 

as wall flower, i sit back twiddling my fingers, 

cycling through words that signal 

my disdain for fictional narratives 

based in a symbolic symphony of neutrals. 

long gone and forgotten timbers lay buried 

beneath last years rotting foliage. 
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timbers, which had their day  

as tall majestic totems 

where storytellers  

wise men etched symbolic

tales of heroism.  

epic visual narratives 

hold soldiers, sailors,  

and salesmen  

in high regard.
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i walked this land from  

the sandy lane 

named after a cemetery,  

named after a river

to the far old-oak pasture.

turning over top soil  

quietly resting 

for a quarter century.

we plan the future—

dark and rich predicted by

overturned stones unearthed

from the ocean-bed  

a millennia ago

to an epoch reminiscent  

of a wide river.

i take my time striding,

a severely dilapidated  

hen house.

hip deep  

trudging trough
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first real trip

nervous anticipation

rain washes away any anxiety 

as i time travel 

to a far and distant land

i call it homeland—

a dedicated safe harbor 

nestled inland and away 

from windswept whitecaps 

and churning tides—

inland and land locked 

this squared set of thirty-three

continually calls through  

beckoning dreams 

and quenching memories

an amber hearth visioned 

in midnight-metallic-blue 

and pin hole light bright  

starlets embrace me.
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INHALE — EVERYTHING.

EXHALE — NOTHING.

A DEEP BREATH, AND HOLD.

solid timber stands still, 

reaching from  

fermented decay.

rain rot erodes planks 

stretched precariously  

across an even arthritic  

expanse of rhythmic ribs.

as the wind whips and howls, 

whistles and screams, 

the entire dwelling 

breathes and sighs. 

exhausted air billows  

pushing dead air  

like the heavy breath

of a sleeping dragon.
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musty,  

malty,  

fermented,  

 ammonia scented  

birdseed.

sand blasted  

pulverized grain  

and silty filler

moistened decay  

rot the timber frame 

of mortise and tenon  

old growth oak.

stick and stack,  

length wise, 

cross grain,  

and back again.
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o3.)

black as pitch

the light flashes

flickers and blinds

tired eyes

illuminated  

monstrosities

billow and loom  

in the midnight sky

bellowing chunder  

echoes

off  flattened river banks

deeply carved  

by storms

not so unlike the 

thunderous clappers

pondering tonight’s

star covered sky

thunder rattles 

old oaks who cower

with the fear of being fell
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i scout and survey  

the broken architecture

crafted out of need.

i scan the seams for  

their inherent weakness.

i map the structural integrity,  

keeping tidy notations, 

preparing an  

aggressive analytical audit.

facts and figures, weights and 

measurements—

firstly it’s falling,  

secondly, it need to be built first.

“sticks and stones may break,” 
and  

“I’ll huff and puff—and blow this house down.”

i recognize the need  

to reclaim that  

which is nearly taken.

i ponder, 
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which were all ready on the brink 

of impoverished extinction.

extending north easterly  

from middle west

up through the evergreen  

spruce forests of  

the northern territories.

we foolishly stood  

AT  T H E  E D G E  O F  A  P R EC I P I C E

with swords in our talons

casting doubt  

on the weatherman’s 

feebly naïve

and diminished forecast.

we gawked  

and gazed  

out across  

the high plains

crying out with forced 

o o h s–a n d –awe s .
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by the relentlessly brutal storm

the super cell has traveled

one thousand miles, all the time

gathering momentum and strength

thunderheads have spared townships, 

openly declared war upon others.

roaring thunderous storms force

families into dark storm holes, 

has claimed the bravery of weighted 

farmhands. the depth of the storm  

has knocked fledglings

from their nests,  

filled rivers  

beyond flood plain.

the brutal strength of the diabolic storm 

has uprooted trees, 

carved meandering pathways through old growth, 

drained lakes, 

set ablaze to no less than thirty-three 

tired timber homesteads; 
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low slung clouds rotate just above treetops, 

a spinning tumble rolls like a backdraft.

like a steam engines burst of venting spitfire, 

its hot breath is spat upon us as hot molten 

ash from billows of an alchemist creating

some thing from no thing.

with shock and awe we stare back defiantly.

we call out at the aggravated attempt 

to knock us clear off our post.

another volley streams across

the disputed battlefield.

each of us flinches in reactive 

and involuntary convulsions.

we cower, falling to our knees 

avoiding the guillotine

so eager to illuminate its 

nondiscriminatory appetite for 

destruction. the lightening dances 

precariously above our heads.

black fire and white 

fire dances;

retelling a unique  

tale of history

falsely favoring  

warrior nations.

the story illuminates 

the beginning, 

the middle,

the end.

it follows  

the path of destruction

as farms and farmers 

have given unwillingly.

first-borns’ have fallen.
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we witnessed the light show  

traverse the southern horizon.

like a battlefield  

barraged by heavy artillery

we stood  

like dismissive generals  

allowing

tin-soldiers to fall  

and melt in a wizard’s game of chess.

an unconvincing  

and short-lived ‘checkmate’ was bellowed, 

 and later shot down for lack of sincerity.

like the flash fire of a pistol, 

the flame is seen 

before the speed of sound is heard.

 we count; 

 one one-thousand, 

  two one-thousand, 

   three one-thousand, four…

b a n g ,  c l a s h ,  ro a r,  s h o c kwave , 

b a s s  a n d  t re b l e ;  
a grand clamor beckons

from a relatively short distance.

in a brilliant flash, another spark reveals 

the combustible nature 

of this particular beast.
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I V .

sitting among the darkness

black night behind me

i sit and stare —

passing time  

that i claim

for myself.

i gaze deep into 

the flashing ambers,

rippling like water.

sensitive to the ever slightest 

wind recorded;

bearing: N–N.E.,

wouldn’t know it,  

save the slight bending arc  

to the luminescence  

of a leaping amber.

silent stillness 

twilight has long since past.

recognizable sound falls 

from restless quivering oaks.

an oversized fire pit it sizzles

–LIKE FRYING BACON—

flashes zing, bursting at high velocity

–LIKE OVEREXCITED HOLIDAY FIREWORKS—

particles burst, showering the landscape

–LIKE MORTAR FIRE—

sparks hit flesh and sting

–LIKE POINTED MOSQUITO BITES—

PART ONE

snap–crackle–pop leaps

CONTINUED ON PAGE 16
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old sages stand 

— 

telling of storms 

with similar  

dispositions  

for destruction. thick and thin ringlets 

record epoch storms  

long after the witness  

has exaggerated their experience.

pontificated false accusations, 

fictional tales  

of heroism, 

and misaligned  

tales of grandeur. 
We each bare witness to a unique l i m i n a l  s p a c e upon the horizon.

we each judge brilliance  

with a personal litmus— 

our spectrums vary.

with each flash, with each bolt,

our eyes momentarily shut tight.

SELECTED WRITING

I V .
PART TWO

UNLIKE THE  

STINGING AMBERS  

OF THE DARK NIGHT,

THE STARS SEAM  

LOUD TONIGHT —

each and every,  

pop and chime 

as they make their way  

beyond twilight. 

i hear them crackling  

as they careen 

through empty space.

they are a full spectrum

spinning kaleidoscope

traversing cimmerian shade, 

like dark eyed gypsies,  

they stare back. it’s a kind of magic,

beaming beacons beckon  

your attention.

 

and that line, overtime,  

conjures age old magic.

the stars are ablaze  

with awe and amazement,

the unapproachable theory  

of the never-ending.

STAR-FIRE TWINKLES  

WHITE FLAMES, WITH HEAT

BEYOND COMPREHENSION.

“THOSE TWO STARS MAKE A LINE”
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The content presents self-authored text written about my time spent 
at Gemini Farm in Northern Minnesota. The farm was previously 
devastated and torn apart by a reported F5 tornado in 2010. The 
selected writings chronicle the farm, the storm, the devastation, and 
the stary skyscape illuminating the quiet after the storm.
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